Technology powering the performance of event suppliers

Business Tools
Does this sound all too familiar?
¾ Projecting margins and cash flow management is a constant challenge.
¾ Graphic production is always at a loss with how to optimize their output; we just can't see release approvals in our pipeline.
¾ Determining workloads when evaluating a new opportunity takes way more time than we have.
¾ If I had better visibility of my vendor spend I feel I could leverage that for better pricing.

What’s in it for me?
A better result on the OP Income line and a more restful night’s sleep.

Tighter margins and customer demand to manage cost requires visibility.

Business Tools
E‐Info offers a broad spectrum of reporting capabilities tailored to your and your client’s needs. After all the client’s need is yours is it
not? So stop looking at your business or your customers through a keyhole. Without one extra keystroke you can now see all the
activity of your business rolled up. You can offer the same set of powerful business tool to your customers.





Track your customers entire program from a single screen., drill down to see the under laying cause of any issue
Look at division and SBU independent or in a roll up and share this visibility as a value add with your customers.
View all team member workloads for a project
See which AE is delivering on the GM line

Be proactive, look over the horizon, it is THE insurance you have to have.

Business Tools
Managing an exhibit house is unlike any manufacturing company. You aren’t a production line, you are juggling a giant model shop.
Everything is a one of a kind, must ship by! You don’t control delivery dates or order placement requiements. If you can’t see
everything around you in motion you are apt to spin out of control.





See the pipeline. Is it full, what is happening where & when. Can you squeeze another job into the pipe
Need to see where your personal are, how well an employee did in meeting workload demand
Provide your client a view of their total spend by category . Look at estimating accuracies to better manage future budgets.
View ready to invoice, shipped or closed Project status
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